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Abstract

Objective—To determine whether divers with histories of neurological decompression illness are electroencephalographically distinguishable from non-divers.

Methods—The electroencephalograms (EEGs) from 68 divers with histories of neurological decompression illness and 45 non-diver controls were examined independently by two clinical neurophysiologists.

Results—The diver and non-diver groups were electroencephalographically indistinguishable.

Conclusion—There is no electroencephalographic evidence for the existence of cerebral dysfunction in divers with histories of decompression illness.

(Occup Environ Med 1995;52:451-453)
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Acute neurological decompression illness is well described among divers, compressed air workers, and aviators. It has been suggested that the brain is commonly involved in dystrophic illness and that diving may cause insidious neurological deterioration. The most compelling evidence for this consists of the diffuse cerebral white matter vasculopathy and lacuna formation shown at postmortem examination by Palmer et al.1 A process of vascular obstruction was further suggested by the description of retinal vascular abnormalities, pigment epithelial changes, and a reduction in macula capillary density in divers.2 An indication that these structural changes might have a functional significance has been shown by psychometric abnormalities in divers.3

The electroencephalogram (EEG) is well established as a means of detecting changes, which are mainly non-specific, in a broad spectrum of focal and generalised cerebral disease processes. Subclinical cerebral dysfunction as a result of occupational exposure to several noxious substances3 has been shown by EEGs, and this usually takes the form of diffuse slow wave changes.

The studies of EEGs to detect possible neurological changes in hyperbaric workers have been reviewed by Murrison.4 Rozsaheyi and Roth’s uncontrolled study5 reported abnormal EEGs in 67% of 57 caisson workers with a recent or remote history of neurological decompression illness compared with 25% of caisson workers without histories of decompression illness and an estimated 20% of the general population. This suggested a high prevalence of cerebral involvement in human decompression illness and predated similar observations by Leitch and Hallenbeck6 in a dog model of the disease.

Kwiatkowski7 found that 43% of 150 professional air divers possessed abnormal EEGs compared with 33% of 78 non-divers. The study of Dolmierski et al.8 found that 60 (40%) of 150 professional air divers had abnormalities of their EEGs compared with five (10%) of 50 poorly defined non-diver controls. In a more rigorous study, Todnem et al.9 reported a highly significant difference in the number of abnormal EEGs among 150 commercial air and saturation divers (18%) compared with a non-diver control group of 100 (5%) “offshore personnel” and police. The occurrence of abnormalities, which consisted mainly of slow wave changes and sharp potentials, correlated highly with exposure to both forms of diving and with histories of decompression illness (51 of the 150 divers had experienced neurological decompression illness). Todnem et al.9 pointed out that similar changes in EEGs had been noted both experimentally10 and clinically11 after the introduction of gas to the cerebral circulation and consequently suggested that their findings might be indicative of cerebral ischaemic changes generated by gas bubbles. In contrast, Malhotra and Kumar’s investigation,12 which was performed without the benefit of control data, found a lower prevalence of abnormal EEGs among 98 Indian naval divers than had been reported in general populations13. This might be anticipated from the “healthy worker effect” described by Hernberg14. Another small and uncontrolled study was performed by Hjorth et al.15 with Australian abalone divers16 as subjects. Despite the fact that these divers are distinguished by their habitual exposure to excessive decompression stress, only two abnormal EEGs and one borderline EEG were recorded from the 20 divers studied.

Subjects and methods

Potential subjects who had been treated for neurological decompression illness between one month and four years previously (mean 17 months) were identified from the records of the Institute of Naval Medicine, Alverstoke, the Diving Diseases Research Centre, Plymouth, and Whips Cross Hospital, London.17 Four cases were referred
by Health and Safety Executive approved physicians with experience of divers. Two patients in whom the diagnosis of decompression illness was questionable were excluded. Four potential participants with histories of either neurological disease other than decompression illness, head injury with loss of consciousness, current or past alcohol misuse, or other serious systemic illness were also excluded. The EEGs were acquired from 68 divers. Forty five non-diver controls were drawn from a wide spectrum of workers at the Institute of Naval Medicine, Southampton General Hospital, the Diving Diseases Research Centre, and auxiliary coastguard services. Standards for entry into the study were the same for divers and non-divers. The mean age (range) of the divers was 35 (20–62) and of the non-divers was 32 (16–59).

The clinical status of the divers was determined from their medical history and neurological examination, which was performed by a single physician (AWM). Thirty nine of the 68 divers complained of or were found to have residual symptoms or signs. These were further broken down into divers with “hard” and divers with “soft” features. For example, the demonstration of definite motor weakness or a convincing area of numbness would be regarded as a hard finding, whereas a diver’s report that the sensation of pin prick was altered but in whom an objective deficit could not be shown would be classified as a soft feature. Of those with residua, 15 had features indicative of cerebral involvement. These were invariably of an equivocal or minor nature, typically the impression of occasional forgetfulness or lapses in concentration, apart from those in a single diver whose performance on "serial 7" and proverb interpretation was abnormal. All of the non-divers were normal.

Informed consent was obtained from volunteers and the investigation was approved by the ethics committee of both Southampton General Hospital and the Royal Navy.

Sixteen channel EEGs were recorded on volunteers in a single laboratory with the Micromed Brainquick apparatus with electrodes arranged according to the 10–20 system. Volunteers were awake but relaxed and reclined in the supine position. A five minute recording was taken during which the eyes were shut apart from two 10 second periods when volunteers were asked to open their eyes. Recording continued during a further three minutes of hyperventilation followed by two minutes at rest.

Two consultant clinical neurophysiologists from Wessex Regional Health Authority were asked to interpret the EEGs as normal, equivocal, or abnormal in accordance with criteria in general clinical use at the Wessex Neurological Centre. Thus, the presence of spikes and sharp waves, clearly excessive quantities of slow wave activity, and notable rhythm asymmetry were determinants of abnormality. Assessments were made independently and the assessors were ignorant of subject status.

### Results

Table 1 shows the interpretations of the two assessors. Based on the worse diagnostic assessment of the two in each case, the diagnostic distributions for non-divers and divers were not significantly different (χ² = 4.20; 2 degrees of freedom, P>0.1). Within the diver group there was no association between assessment on EEG and either the number of dives made or time since the accident. Tables 2 and 3 provide a summary of the worse assessment of EEGs against the presence of hard and soft neurological residua and, specifically, the presence of higher function residua. No link between residua and diagnosis on the EEGs could be established.

### Discussion

The generally positive association between abnormality on EEG and hyperbaric exposure that emerged from previous electroencephalographic studies of divers and caisson workers was not replicated in this study. The absence of abnormalities of EEGs in divers with histories of neurological decompression illness does not support the contention that diving is responsible for subclinical damage to the nervous tissue of divers. Furthermore, no evidence was found through EEGs to support the suggestion that the brain is often involved in what has traditionally been regarded as a spinal cord disease.

The negative findings submitted concur with the authors’ account of an overlapping population of divers with histories of neurological decompression illness in which

---

**Table 1** Number of normal, equivocal, and abnormal EEGs in divers and controls according to assessors A and B

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residua</th>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Equivocal</th>
<th>Abnormal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divers</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Assessors’ worse assessment of EEG v presence or absence of all forms of neurological residua in divers and controls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residua</th>
<th>Non-divers</th>
<th>None (n)</th>
<th>Soft (n)</th>
<th>Hard (n)</th>
<th>All (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>18 (40)</td>
<td>15 (52)</td>
<td>10 (38)</td>
<td>6 (46)</td>
<td>31 (66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivocal</td>
<td>8 (18)</td>
<td>4 (14)</td>
<td>10 (58)</td>
<td>6 (46)</td>
<td>20 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal</td>
<td>19 (42)</td>
<td>10 (24)</td>
<td>6 (23)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
<td>17 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>45 (100)</td>
<td>29 (100)</td>
<td>26 (100)</td>
<td>13 (100)</td>
<td>68 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3** Worse assessment of EEG v presence or absence of higher function residua

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residua</th>
<th>Non-divers</th>
<th>None (n)</th>
<th>Soft (n)</th>
<th>Hard (n)</th>
<th>All (n)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>18 (40)</td>
<td>26 (49)</td>
<td>5 (36)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>31 (46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equivocal</td>
<td>8 (18)</td>
<td>14 (26)</td>
<td>5 (36)</td>
<td>1 (100)</td>
<td>20 (29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abnormal</td>
<td>19 (42)</td>
<td>13 (25)</td>
<td>4 (29)</td>
<td>1 (100)</td>
<td>17 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>45 (100)</td>
<td>53 (100)</td>
<td>14 (100)</td>
<td>1 (100)</td>
<td>68 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Electroencephalographic processes, the technique was used to detect subclinical changes in a wide variety of pathological processes, it is possible that the technique may be insufficiently sensitive to detect the more subtle of the cumulative cerebral changes that might occur in divers.
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